
FULLFLO XF™

HIGH-EFFICIENCY CARTRIDGE FILTER

SUPERIOR FILTERS FOR SUPERIOR POOLS
Pools boasting more splash for the pad or more flair in the flow need filters that not just rise to the 
challenge, but geyser to it. Enter the FullFlo XF, every FullFlo XF high efficiency pool filter offers 
optimum filtration efficiency, easy maintenance and longer runs between cleaning. Keeping even  
the largest, splashiest pools sparkling clear at a lower operating cost.
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KEY FEATURES

Superior filtration
Superior fltration removes even the tiniest 
particles for a sparkling-clean pool 
experience to achieve crystal-clear water. 

Long life
Chemical-resistant, glass fibre reinforced 
plastic tank for exceptional strength and 
durability.

Longer filtration cycles
Unique cartridge design maximizes 
efficiency and run times between 
cleanings.

Saves time
Individually removable filter cartridges and 
dual, easy-access drain plugs.

Efficient
Enhanced internal design and balanced 
flow enable 25% greater* energy efficiency 
and lower operating cost.

FULLFLO XF™

HIGH-EFFICIENCY CARTRIDGE FILTER

TRAP MORE DIRT.  
CLEAN LESS OFTEN.  
PAY LESS TO OPERATE.

The FullFlo XF Series Cartridge Filter provides optimum 
filtration efficiency, easy maintenance and longer runs 
between cleanings. This is no ordinary cartridge filter. 
Better hydraulics provide up to a 25% efficiency gain over 
other cartridge filters in the pool market.

* This is calculated using the published performance curves of the product.

Product 
Number

Model 
Number

Filter Area 
(Sq. Ft.)

Vertical 
Clearance**

Filter 
Diameter Port Size

Flow Rate 
(LPM)***

Turnover Capacity
8 hours 10 hours 12 hours

160448 C620 620 193cm 546cm 3”/80mm 684 328kL 410kL 492kL

**Required clearance to remove filter elements.
***Maximum flow rate.

The FULLFLO XF  Series has earned the 
Eco Select® brand distinction as one of 
the greenest and most efficient choices 
from Pentair.
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